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An innovative solution to the UK housing ‘trilemma’ 
 

1. Mass house building not meeting demand and the needs of owners 
 

2. Climate change and environmental damage from unsustainable development  
 

3. Affordability crisis, many young people and families are unable to buy their own home furthermore energy bills are rising  
 
 
Our offering offers a solution to address these issues with three combined innovations 
 

1. Community lead ‘design and build’ model for housing; built for the needs of occupants, strengthens community ties, fosters learning and 
spill overs 

 
With the self build/CLT model, houses are designed and built in collaboration with the community who will end up living in the homes. This 
enables design that is inclusive and fits the needs of real people and families. This is in  
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OVERVIEW: THE HOUSING TRILEMMA 
Sustainable Design Collective provide Architectural and Sustainable Design Services alongside a unique Passive Build System, to provide a 

complete ‘Design and Build’ service. We are able to bring a wealth of experience to our projects, whether offering consultancy, designing 

entire schemes or providing an airtight shell for self-build finish, we have also delivered award winning social housing. 

Housing in the UK is in a torrid state; housebuilders are massively under delivering the numbers required, the sector is highly inefficient 

and responsible for over a third of the UK’s CO2 emissions, and homes in the UK are among the most expensive in the world. 

 

 

 

Considering these three interrelated issues together we can consider the UK is facing a ‘trilemma’ of issues moving into the 21st century 

Shortage1

• Mass house building not meeting demand and the needs of 
owners

Environment2

• Climate change and environmental damage from unsustainable 
development 

Affordability 3

• There is an affordability crisis; many young people and families 
are unable to buy their own home furthermore energy bills are 
rising 

http://www.sustainabledesigncollective.co.uk/wp-content/uploads/2015/10/Dollarphotoclub_87593215.jpg


 

A HOLISTIC, INNOVATIVE SOLUTION 
We propose a solution with three combined innovative offerings to address the trilemma: 

  

COMMUNITY LED ‘DESIGN AND BUILD’ Shortage

• A model for housing; designed with, and built for, the needs of the 
occupants that strengthens community ties, fosters learning and spill 
overs

LOW CARBON 'KIT HOMES' Environment

• Offsite manufactured kit homes, that adopt passive principles and 
integral renewable energy and ecosystem services; eliminating energy 
bills and enhancing biodiveristy

LOW BILLS AND INNOVATIVE FINANCE 
OFFERINGS Cost

• Innovative finance and mortgage offerings utilizing sweat equity and 
bridging loans, enabling  indivduals to pool resources witht the comunity 
to fund the build, and attain  favourabl efiance based on near zero 
running costs

http://www.sustainabledesigncollective.co.uk/wp-content/uploads/2015/10/energyefficiency4.jpg
http://www.sustainabledesigncollective.co.uk/kit-homes/


 

COMMUNITY LED ‘DESIGN AND BUILD’  
With the community self-build/CLT model, houses are designed and built in collaboration with the 

community who will end up living in the homes. This enables design that is inclusive and fits the needs of real 

people and families. This is in stark contrast to the mass housebuilding model adopted in the UK; where large 

developers build speculatively, with only profit maximisation in mind. The community self-build/CLT is a 

grassroots social innovation that also benefits the communities themselves.  

Typically on these projects, some of the unskilled work is undertaken by the community themselves, in what 

is commonly termed ‘sweat equity’. Designing and building in a cooperative fashion builds relationships and 

community ties; often the missing link in social housing programmes of the past. What's more the model 

enables greater engagement with the environmental issues and energy systems that are an essential facet of 

the homes of the 21st century. 

‘Community Land Trusts are local organisations set up and run by ordinary people to develop and 

manage homes as well as other assets important to that community, like community enterprises, 

food growing or workspaces. The CLT’s main task is to make sure these homes are genuinely 

affordable, based on what people actually earn in their area, not just for now but for every future 

occupier.’ communitylandtrusts.org. 1 

SDC Ltd is currently working with a CLT in Harberton South Devon. The project involves a group of local people 

locked out of the system by high house prices and difficulty in accessing finance. The scheme involves 12 

houses, that will be built to passivhaus standard, and also feature biodiverse meadow roofs and habitat 

enhancement on the green-field site. 

                                                                 
1 Image from communitylandtrusts.org. 



 

OUR ROLE  
We enable these dreams to come to fruition acting as project lead, planning 

consultant and architect. Once planning permission is achieved we also 

provide our innovative kit home build system that can then be finished off by 

the self-build group 

Our experienced architect Bill brown RIBA has over 40 years’ experience in 

housing, community design and commercial architecture. A housing specialist, 

he has also worked as a Director of Housing and Construction in local 

Government. 

We take a client’s ideas from inception, and develop them into working 

designs, equally we can develop the concept and aesthetic from the outset. 

With 35+ years’ experience in urban planning and housing design, we tailor 

solutions to the project needs and produce stunning contemporary designs, or 

an authentic traditional vernacular. 

We also foster learning from previous community projects and transfer 

lessons to the group, from business model, finance and design advice, 

along with green energy and sustainable solutions. 
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LOW CARBON 'KIT HOMES' 
Whilst it can be seen that the paradigm of UK construction is shifting to a more sustainable model, 

this is occurring at snail’s pace. Recent backtracking by the UK government has also put this progress 

in jeopardy, with the zero carbon homes standards for 2016 having been withdrawn. With a 10 year 

lead in, anticipation of the standard had been driving significant innovation within the industry. Indeed 

estimates of a £36,000 additional build cost, had reduced to under £5,000 per property, by the time 

of the requirement coming in, in 2016. 

Currently 36% of UK CO2 emissions arise from buildings, with the residential sector alone accounting 

for 23%. The UK construction industry is also responsible for the consumption of 420Mt of materials, 

8Mt of crude oil and the emission of 29MtCO 2 annually. Further it is anticipated that 3 million new 

homes will be constructed between 2007 and 2020; with the vast majority being additional to the 

existing stock. However the Committee on Climate Change estimate there is scope to reduce 

emissions from the sector by 74% by 2030.  Furthermore massive reductions in embodied CO2 can be 

achieved using timber and natural construction materials  

WHY TIMBER FRAME? 
There is now a growing literature on the use of buildings as a carbon sink. Organic building 

materials, such as timber and cellulose insulation store carbon from the atmosphere when 

they are grown. By increasing the portion of the built environment made from natural 

materials in combination with sustainable forestry, where mature trees are cultivated and 

replaced, can help to reduce the amount of CO2 in the atmosphere.  

Our typical kit-house contains an estimated 9517Kg of softwood timber products and 3970kg 

of cellulose insulation. This sequesters a total of 6.7 tons of carbon or 24.4 tons of CO2 in the 

atmosphere. This means that for the total development 97.7 tons of carbon is sequestered, 

equivalent to the combined emissions of 4 people in the UK for 50 years! 

  



 

PASSIVHAUS DESIGN PRINCIPLES 
Passive house design emphasizes conservation of energy and high quality 

detailing, to eliminate unnecessary heat losses through poor draught proofing 

and thermal bridges. Although the most important concept is massively 

increased levels of thermal insulation, typically to the point where a formal 

heating system is no longer needed. 

Key to this is passive architectural design of buildings that optimize solar gain 

and minimize overheating, alongside whole house mechanical ventilation with 

heat recovery (MVHR) and exceptional levels of airtightness. The basic 

principles of the fabric first Passivhaus design can be seen from the diagram.  

These principles allow for 10x reduced heating load when compared to 

conventional UK housing stock. 

 

 

OUR INDUSTRY LEADING U-VALUES AND SPECIFICATION 

  



 

FULLY ENGINEERED KIT HOMES: ERECTED IN UNDER 2 WEEKS  
Our Kit Homes design and build process provides total assurance and peace of mind for the self-builder, or 

commercial client; looking to achieve a low energy build or Passivhaus standard. We take plans and develop 

realized designs using the latest CAD software, all structural loading calculations are undertaken by our in house 

engineers. 

SITE PREPARATION 

Prior to delivery of the kit home and passive slab foundation system, the client or groundworks contractor strips 

the site to the required levels and installs the first 150mm of hardcore. At this time it is also advisable to install 

the drainage connections and services for the building, along with the footings for the roadway or paving and 

any retain walls or structures that are required. The required levels and installs the first 150mm of hardcore. 

PASSIVE SLAB FOUNDATION 

Our build team will arrive and install the next 50-100mm of 

blinding material and pack it down to ensure that the building is 

built on an entirely level platform. Unlike conventional build 

methods we aim for tolerances of 2mm or less. At this time our 

passive slab contractors will install pipework or drainage 

connections to your design. By feeding build services though the 

foundation this enables the most airtight and neat solution 

possible, an essential choice for an airtight Passivhaus or low 

energy kit builds. 

Our foundation is formed from structurally reinforced Expanded 

polystyrene (EPS) which is machined offsite. This then forms a 



 

permanent insulated raft foundation for the Passive kit home and achieves a u-value of 0.10w/m2k. We then 

install a radon barrier that also acts as a damp proof membrane. 

If your self-build house or commercial project has a masonry exterior we will also install a reinforced ring beam. 

Once all is prepared the concrete pour can begin. Our eco builders take extra care to ensure that the passive slab 

is power floated to be flat as a billiard table. We require these extremely fine tolerances to be adhered to so that 

when the flat pack timber frame kit home arrives almost no settlement occurs. This is essential when precision 

engineering a kit home in this way using modern methods of construction (MMC). 

FLAT PACK KIT HOME – SUPERSTRUCTURE 

The beauty of our kit home system is that the foundation passive slab and flat pack timber frame walls can 

undergo manufacture simultaneously 

The Timber frame wall cassettes are manufactured from engineered European softwood in our factory in county 

Tipperary. This form of kit build construction enables 

great speed as well as precision and minimal waste and 

can typically cut down you build time from 4-8 weeks. 

The unique twin-wall timber frame design enables an 

extremely low u-value 0.12w/m2k as more insulation 

fills the gaps and repeating thermal bridges are 

minimised. The timber frame is clad with engineering 

grade OSB on the internal face and battens to form the 38mm service cavity. On the external face we use Panel 

vent and a breather membrane for added vapour protection. 

The timber frame flat pack cassettes are loaded on to low loaders and transported to site. The kit home erection 

team make short work of unloading the flat packs, and begin to erect the ground floor. Typically two to three stories 

http://www.sustainabledesigncollective.co.uk/wp-content/uploads/2015/02/Photo-18-02-2015-22-16-31.jpg


 

of the building can be erected in one day. The timber frame is clad with engineering grade OSB on the internal face and battens to form the 38mm service cavity. On the 

external face we use Panel vent and a breather membrane for added vapour protection. 

The floor is made up from metal webbing joist that help provide sound insulation and allow mechanical and electrical services 

or MVHR to pass through the floor. We also provide all internal studs loose to enable boarding of the ceilings to use full 

boards and superior sound protection between rooms. 

Warm roof kit home cassettes can be lowered into position with ease. Or where the roof is cold typically we use our own 

engineered roofing trusses, both achieve 0.10w/m2k We finish the roof by providing waterproof felt an batten ready for 

tiling slating or a green or metal roof finish. 

WINDOWS 

Once the timber frame kit house superstructure is complete, Passivhaus triple glazed windows can be installed. We specify 

triple glazed Passivhaus certified windows as standard <0.8w/m2k. These units come in a range of price points from UPVC, 

Solid aluminum, Alu-timber clad and solid timber options. 

These high performance Passivhaus windows are an essential component of our low energy kit builds as windows and doors 

loose a great deal of heat. We specify Passivhaus certified windows that are very affordable and are manufactured in the UK. 

INSULATION 

Once windows are installed our kit home build team then pump high density cellulose Warmcell insulation into 

every void and space in the timber frame kit shell. Studies have shown this insulation method has less of a thermal 

performance gap caused by air spaces than conventional insulation slabs and batts, where gaps are more common. 

AIRTIGHTNESS 

Our kit build team undertake highly diligent airtightness detailing, using lifetime guarantee SIG and Intello tapes 

and membranes. We guarantee after first fix works are complete by us that the building will achieve Passivhaus 

airtightness standards of <0.6 ach/hr @ 50 Pa, and we include the blower door test as part of our build package. 

http://www.sustainabledesigncollective.co.uk/wp-content/uploads/2015/02/window.jpg


 

 

Building is air and water tight with insulation and windows installed within 2 weeks of start on site, much of the remainder 

of the work can be undertaken by the community self-build group 



 

THE ZERO CARBON HOUSE–SELF BUILD PACKAGE  
The UK housing stock currently produces over 30% of national CO2 emissions, in response new homes must be to meet these challenges at an affordable price we have 
developed a cutting edge but affordable solution;   
the Zero Carbon House.  
  

 

Zero Carbon through 
Passivhaus Performance 

 
Peak heat Load: equivalent to a 
single candle      <10W/m2 

Annual heat load 10% typical 
home    <15kwh/m2/year 
U-values 
Walls   0.12W/m2K 
Roof    0.10W/m2K 
Slab   0.10W/m2K 
Windows              0.79W/m2K 
Passivhaus Triple glazed UPVC, 
Aluminium or Solid Timber 
 
Passivhaus certified MVHR and 
Heating System. Hot water 
cylinder with solar immersion 
 

Example shows 5kW Solar PV 

although solar thermal can be 

easily incorporated  

Zero energy and CO2 consumed 

from heating, lighting and hot 

water 



 

  



 

AFFORDABILITY 

RUNNING COSTS 
Adopting the airtight, super insulated Passive approach can reduce heating bills to 10% of conventional UK stock. Based 

on the Zero carbon house specification, with solar thermal hot water SAP estimates average energy costs from heating, 

lighting and hot water, fans, cooking and appliances to be £215 per year  

The electricity bill will of course be dependent on how efficiently tenants use their free solar electricity and appliances 

within the home. We also provide recommendations for energy saving measures, efficient appliances and how to get 

the best from the heating/ventilation system with the home.  

BUILD COSTS FOR 3 BED SEMI 
Part of the challenge of the low carbon agenda is to produce this kind of performance on a social housing budget. In 

order to meet the demanding budgetary constraints, we adopt the principles of the ‘low carbon hierarchy’.  

The principles of which are that is cheaper to reduce energy demand and conserve energy rather than create 

it through low carbon technologies. This meant that the highly efficient fabric first approach reduced the need 

for renewable energy, and removed the need for a formal ‘wet heating system’. The offsite timber frame 

manufacture reduces waste and is faster more efficient than conventional brick and block and 

allows for insulation within the other wall layer. Also the modular nature of the build form enables 

elements to be replicated and reduces the cost of idiosyncratic elements in the design. 

For a 3 bed semi of 90m2, all these measures enable the kit superstructure of the home, including; 

triple glazed windows, 4kW of solar roofing, MVHR system with integral heating unit to be delivered 

and erected for £57,500.00 per unit.  

  

EPC CERTIFICATE FROM A 3 BED SEMI BUILT TO OUR 

ZERO CARBON HOME SPECIFICATION 



 

OPTIONS FOR FUNDING AND FINANCE  
There are 3 different approached to funding a project 

1. Self-Build involving a group of people either from the outset or after the land is cleared and planning permission gained  with (green) people buying into a project 

2. Commercial development funding – have worked with two in past – give most freedom but need some  money to buy/clear land 

3. Ecology Building society /Triodos; first will loan on small green developments  that match their criteria, the past only on an arrears type latter are more a bridge 

between commercial and will forward fund 

SWEAT EQUITY 

A Sweat Equity mortgage allows the borrowers to reduce the amount they need to borrow on their mortgage by completing their own works on a new build property. 

Examples of work include completing the internal fittings of the property such as bathrooms or kitchens. http://www.ibs.co.uk/ 

SELF-BUILD 

The main difference between a self-build mortgage and an ordinary mortgage is that with a self-build 

mortgage money is released in stages as the build progresses rather than as a single amount. Every 

self-build project has identifiable stages from the initial digging of the foundations to the final fix and 

at each stage the value of the build increases.  The following chart shows the typical stages in a 

traditional brick and block construction and in a timber frame construction. 

There are two types of self build mortgage each defined by when you get money during the build.  

They are called advance and arrears and each are described below. 

TRADITIONAL SELF-BUILD MORTGAGE (ON AN ‘ARREARS’ BASIS.) 

With this type, the lender will release money to buy the plot, usually between 50% to 85% of the 

purchase price or value of the land and then will release the money for the build in stages to correspond with the build stages outlined above.   The money for each stage is 

paid out at the end of the stage once the work has been completed and a valuer has visited the site i.e. in arrears of the work being done. 

 

 

Stage Brick & Block Timber Frame 

1 Purchase of land Purchase of land 

2 
Preliminary costs & 
foundations 

Preliminary costs & 
foundations 

3 Wall plate level Timber frame kit erected 

4 Wind & watertight Wind & watertight 

5 First fix & plastering First fix & plastering 

6 Second fix to completion Second fix to completion 



 

ACCELERATOR MORTGAGE SCHEMES.   

Here money is released for each stage of the build at the beginning rather than the end of the stage giving you the cash you need to buy materials and pay your builder.  It 

also lends a generous percentage of the costs - up to 90% of the cost of the land and up to 90% of the cost of the build. 

COMMERCIAL DEVELOPMENT LOANS 

A number of companies offer development loans to fund a wide range of development projects, including: Housing development loans, Refurbishment loans, Conversion 

loans, Mixed residential and business property finance, Bridging loans. 

They provide flexible development loans from £100,000 to £2 million, funding anything from straightforward single residential builds to large scale multi-unit development 

complexes. (As a principal lender, all development loans should be financed by their own capital, which enables them to make quick decisions and be more adaptable in our 

funding, don’t have to deal with any third parties which can be very difficult). 

The typical development loan packages include:  

•New build schemes - usually lend 100% of the construction costs and up to 50% towards the purchase price. Will lend up to 50% of the GDV (gross development value). 
•Money from here  is usually much more expensive and would need more commercial units to subsidize affordable 
 
ECOLOGICAL BUILDING SOCIETY 

Specialise in mortgages for projects which minimise environmental impact or help promote sustainable living. “We don't have a 'tick box' approach to assessing projects – if 

we can see an environmental benefit and the property can be valued, we'll consider lending. In many instances, we'll welcome projects that standard lenders reject.” 

RESIDENTIAL MORTGAGES ARE AVAILABLE FOR: 

Energy saving improvements - installing energy saving measures or renewable technologies, Renovation - renovating a derelict or run down property (a form of recycling) 

Conversion - converting a disused or redundant building, Eco new builds - building a new property using sustainable materials 

And for green projects that we consider to be green by nature, including: Live/work units, Back-to-back terraces, Timber constructions 

They will also lend on a range of projects which respect the environment, including: Eco or community businesses, Housing co-operatives and associations Small scale 

development projects 

http://www.sustainabledesigncollective.co.uk/wp-content/uploads/2015/10/kit-home.jpg

